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There are many ways to buy Indian stock images at a cheaper price and that too good quality
images. Certain things that one needs to keep in mind while selecting an image are:

1 Selecting Image Size

Image sizes typically range from an extra small size to an XXlarge. The size you'll need really
depends on what you intend to use it on. If you're looking to add images to your website, eBook,
newsletter or other online media then you will rarely need a size larger. If you're looking to download
an image for print then you'll want to consider your end use that whether you want business stock
images or any other. One thing to remember, the larger the original image is the better quality it will
be when making changes to it.

2 Determining Image quality

Determining image quality leans slightly on the complex side for those of us unfamiliar with the
digital photo industry. When you were to ask an experienced photographer they will tell you to look
for resolution and dpi, whatever those are! But there is a way for the rest of us to determine image
quality.

First, view the image in the full size that one plans to purchase. This is typically done by clicking on
the image itself. If it's clear and smooth in appearance one can mark it as a quality image. Another
excellent way to know if images are of good quality would be to read the reviews. A website that has
a consistent record of positive reviews is a safe bet on a good image.

3 Finding the Best Place to Buy Images

When considering where to buy the images from one needs to do some homework. With so many
options out there one is at a higher risk of getting photos of low quality or no quality at all for that
matter. When evaluating websites here are a few things to keep in mind:

â€¢	Copyright - generally speaking you are looking for royalty free photos here. You don't want to get
caught up in too many copyright restrictions when using images, though some restrictions are
expected at times.

â€¢	Variety - a quality site should provide you with a large selection to choose from

â€¢	Pricing options - top sites usually offer multiple pricing options from a single image to package
deals with an overall average price of about $2 per image (smaller size). If you start seeing prices
over $3 per image for these small sizes move on!

â€¢	Customer support - if you can't reach them, don't buy from them!

â€¢	Satisfaction guarantee - a site offering high quality photos will be proud to offer some form of
satisfaction guarantee even if it's only to refund your money for a corrupted download.

â€¢	Read the fine print - tedious but necessary, those long terms of use can sometimes include
catches in your use agreement.
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â€¢	Become a repeat customer - once you've found a site you like bookmark for future use. Why go
through all the hassle of evaluating another site later on when you've found one that has all you're
looking for.

Perhaps the most important tip I can give you is this; when you're ready to buy stock photos online
don't go at it in the dark. Familiarize yourself with the different sizes and their uses. Choose a
handful of popular stock websites and compare their prices and package discounts so you'll know if
the pricing you find is fair.

Finally, understand the current copyright laws so these cheap webmasters can't scam you into
paying full price for limited use. By sticking to these tips you'll be armed and ready when it comes
time to buy.

Top 10 websites to get royalty-free images or images at cheaper rate, which can certainly help you
getting amazing images include:

1. GettyImage

Gettyimages is the leading provider of digital media worldwide, creating and distributing a range of
assets, from royalty-free stock photography and editorial images to footage, music and multimedia,
that help communicators around the globe tell their stories. Getty Images creates and distributes the
worldâ€™s best and biggest imagery collections, making them available in the most reachable and
usable way â€“ 24 hours a day, every day.

2. Corbisimages

The Corbis Royalty-Free Collections covers health, nature, sports, and a full range of current,
relevant subject matter. Search unlimited-use images at incomparable value.

3. iStockphoto

iStockphoto is the internetâ€™s original member-generated image and design community. Get easy,
affordable inspiration with millions of safe, royalty-free photographs, vector illustrations, video
footage, audio tracks and Flash files. The siteâ€™s photo library contains over 4.5 million stock photos,
vector illustrations, Flash files, video footage and audio from over 75,000 artists.

4. Photoxpress

PhotoXpress.com is the worldâ€™s largest free premier-quality image bank, providing creative
professionals a vast and legal image library for both personal and professional use â€“ including Web
site design, brochure illustrations, advertisements and editorial illustrations. You get free, high
quality, high resolution images and that is up to 10 downloads a day.

5. Freedigitalphotos

At freedigitalphotos you get thousands of royalty free photos and illustrations for websites,
newspapers, magazines, video and TV productions, iPhone applications, PowerPoint presentations,
forums, blogs and school work. All photos available there are free for corporate and personal use.

6. Morguefile

Morguefile offers outstanding collection of photos for download. The morguefile contains
photographs freely contributed by many artists to be used in creative projects by visitors to the site.

7. Imageafter

Imageafter is a large online free photo collection. You can download and use any image or texture



from our site and use it in your own work, either personal or commercial. In the directory you can
expect free high resolution images of objects, places, animals, mechanics, insects, signs, circuits
and plants etc.

8. Photovaco

Photovaco offers free stock photos with high resolution for both personal and commercial projects.
You can use these free photos in websites, video, TV production, forum, blogs, and school projects
and print Medias including newspapers, magazine, books, CD covers.

9. Jupiterimages

Jupiter Images is one of the leading suppliers of stock photography in the world â€“ with a
comprehensive photo library covering royalty free images and stock illustration. Youâ€™ll find top
collections including Ablestock, Comstock and PhotoObjects. Between them, they offer imagery for
almost any project, with a wide range of conceptual and lifestyle photography, including everything
from holiday photos and sports stock to industrial shots.

10. Picturesindia

Picturesindia is the leading supplier of Indian stock photography. It wishes to provide an enticing
and enchanting journey for its viewers by presenting them a collection of royalty free images,
encompassing sections of never explored India. This unique collection has all possible intricate
details that will surely be a visual treat for its viewers. From images of hotels, monuments and
tourist attractions of India to photos of ancient Indian civilization everything is just a click away at
Pictures India. Browse through the vast collection of images of India and download these images
free of cost for various purposes like advertising, publishing and web designing.

The affordable images on these sites are royalty free downloadable high quality stock photos
starting as low as 50 cents depicting food, people, lifestyle stock photos, business stock images,
conceptual, medical, yoga, and health and fitness.
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